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ABSTRACT 

UCRL-8852 

Many counter experiment& at high energy accelerators require com

plicated arrays of particle detectors. Recent advances in solid-state 

electronics make practical the application of. computer techniques to record

ing and analyzing counter data.. 

The prototype of a. data storage device used in an antiproton experi

ment at the Bevatron is described. The firot system was capable of recording 

on IBM cards 40 bite of information per accelerator pulse. 

A larger and more versatile syatem has been designed with an initial 

storage capacity of 1800 bits per accelerator pulse. Transistor circuits to 

couple 180 counter channels to a magnetic-core buffer storage unit are 

described. Data will be stored on punched paper tape in a format suitable 

for acceptance by a 704-type computer. 

Application to a particular experiment l• diecusaed. 
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INl'R.ODUCl'ION 
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It has become clear to many of ua who do counter experiments that we 

must use systems that will automatically record data and store it in a suitable 

form for analysis by electronic comp\ltere. We realize the hugh expenditures 

in resources and technical manpower that are being expended in the field of 

high energy nuclear physics and we are concerned about how to make efficient 
' 

use of the beams from the giant accelerators now in operation and those which 

are about to go into operation such as the Proton Synchrotron here at CERN. 

One means of increasing the efficiency of counter experiments is to 

use arrays of counters with more elements. This will effectively increase the 

solid angle explored or improve spatial resolution. Taking more data simultaneou.sly 

can obviously impro~e experimental accuracy or allow the search for very 

scarce events. Everyone will probably agree to the above statements --they 

are somewhat Lapa.lieaian. We all say that we are for increased efficiency and 

lower taxes. Some experimental physicists who use counter techniques might 

even admit that they have not always employed well known electronic devices 

to the fullest extent. The main reasons for not taking advantage of all the 

benefits the state o£ our art oUers is that in the early stages of the investigation 

of new chapters in physics, it is more advantageous to do experiments that 

can be done with a modest outlay o£ apparatus and thus to establish the mai11 

facts. Moreover, we know how difficult it is to keep the bare necessities of 

counter experiments functioning properly. We may have disdained the uee 

o£ electronic computer ... type devices because we have feared that the continuous 
struggle with electron tubes and components would outweigh the advantagee of 

such systems. 

•work dona under auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

f Lecture to be given at the International Conferenc~ on High-.f!:nergy Accelerators 

and Instrwnentation at CERN, Geneva. Switzerland. Ssptember 14 to 19. 1959. 
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Now I allege that the hour has arrived for us to employ computer 

techniques in coWlter experiments. The increasing complexity of the 

information wanted and the immense cost of running time on the machines 

n•ake it imperativo to develop:. mora elaborate and !aster systems for 

collecting information than in the past. 

The remarkable advance in eemiconducto:r: devices bas provided a means 

to avoid many of the difficulties encountered in conventional vacuum-tube 

electronics. Within about the past year suitable transistors have become 

commercially available. There are types on the market that will do practically 

aH--tbe-jobif-ol'-the-vacuum tubes that we are accustomed to using. The reliability 

and compactness of transistor electronics have made pra.cti.cal the construction 

and operation of complex devices that we would not ordinarily attempt with 

electron tubes. Along with the development of transistors. we find high-speed 

computers on hand at most laboratories. These machines can devour and 

digest data at a fantastic rate. Their ability to sort. check, and tabulate digital 

information is limited only by the hwna.n investigators who direct them. 

A moment ago I mentioned that we should use more counters in our 

experiments. I did not intend to imply that .we are now using only simple telescopes 

of a few counters. Already many experiments have been performed that em-

ployed 40 to 50 separate detector elements and electronic channels. Even if 

not more than 50 counters would ever b~ used in an experiment, a strong argument 

can be made !or the use of automatic data storage and computer analysis. 

We are fortunate that COWlters obligingly give their information in the 

form of electrical impulses. .But coneid.er the present n1.ethod of recording and 

handling the data of a 40-counter experimental array. For example, Fig. 1, 

is a photograph of apparatus used recently at the Bevatron to study the interaction 

of antiprotons with other nuch:ons. We see an array of scintillation counters 

surrounding a liquid hyth*ogan target. The counters made up of sections of rings 

measured scattering in the fo:rward direction. Other counters. arranged like 

the staves o£ a barrel. indicated the passage o.f annihilation products. A little 

study of this arrangement will show that w~ cannot completely determine the 

results of antiproton annihilation, because our geo:metry is too crude. Better 

spatial resolution is needed. 

However, even if we assume that the modest array shown here is 

sufficient, our present means of handling the data is far from adequate. The 

procedure is to connect th~ output of each counter to a two-fold coincidenci2 

circuit. The other inputs to the two·fold coincid.::nc~ circuits are connected 

togeth-er and driven by a signal generated at the time we wish to interrogate 
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the counters. For example, when an antiproton enters the target, we open 

the gates. The outputs of the coincidence circuits can be connected to a 

delay line leading to an oecilloecope eo that the pulse from each counter baa 

a definite position on the sweep. The pW.ees are photographed and we have 

accomplished o~r data recording and storage. 

Figure Z. shows the data. irom one accelerator pulse resulting in the 

passage of five antiprotons into the target. The data are in good form for visual 

• reading, but it is a long and difficult task to get them back into suitable form 

for computer consumption. Typically 100,000 events are accumulated during 

an experiment. 

Reading the filme and tabulating the results are jobs that invariably 

last !or aeveral months. But this is not the only objection to such a cumber

some procedure. The difficulty involved in having a minitt~um of infor:mation 

on the progress of the experiment during its performance at the accelerator 

ia a serious drawback. We can read and tabulate small eamples of the data 

during the course of the experiment and we can use the samples as a guide 

to assure tba.t the apparatus is working as expected, but we cannot 1--..now the 

results in sufficient detail to optimize the experiment. !'his ia a serious 

disadvantage and the added flexibility that would be acquired by a. more thorough 

knowledge of the data during the experiment would be extremely valuable. 

The object of the present work is to couple each elerr1ent of a counter 

array to a storage device in order that electronic computers can be employed 

to sort, tabulate, and analyze the data. The information can be conveniently 

stored by devices that are in daily use in almost any large laboratory; for 

example, on punched cards, punched paper tape, or znagnetic tape. 

PROTOTYPE SYSTEM 

Earlier this year we constructed a prototype apparatus· to 1•ecord and 

store data from the array of counters shown on one of the previous slides.;Citig. 1) 

was designed at Berkeley by Dick Mack. Stanley J~ker, and Horace C. Jackson 

with advice by Jerome Russell. The system involved a modest investhnent in 

tune and effort and was constructed of components readily available from the 

electronic storehouse. The n1.ain reason for assembling the apparatus was to 

gain expel'ience in tb.e use of transistor electronics in order that we could more 

efficiently design a much larger and more versatile system. 

The presetlt data-storage system was designed to work ~n P!rallel with 
(F1g. 2) 

the oscilloscope recording as outlined above and illustrated ,bn the preceding 
\ 

slide. 'fhe outputs of each of 40 two-fold coincidence circuits ware connected 

to transistor amplifiers as well as to delay lines. ·The storage system could 
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accomodate only 40 bite of in!orma.tion per Bevatron pulse. Only the .first 

interrogation of the co\Jfltera during a. .machine pulse was accepted for 

\. storage and punch out. A block diagram o1 the equipn1ent ia shown in Fig. 3. 

• 

The coincidence-circuit output pulses had a minimwn amplitude of 
-8 about 0.1 v and a duration of about 10 sec. Three ZN501 Philco transistors 

were used to ampUfy the signals to a level of about 1 v and a width of about 

0.1 microsec. Th• ampU!ier was followed by a pulse-height discriminator 

and a fiip .. flop circuit. The fiip-flops served as the buffer storage b•tween 

the coincidence circuits -a.n.d an IBld-526 card punch. The fiip ... flops actuated 

a network of relays to determine the operation of the card punch. 

There was also incorporated into the eyatem a scaling circuit to assign 

a aerial number to each Bevatron pulse. The serial number appeared on the 

punched card and in the form of numeral lamps in view of the oscilloscope 

camera. In this way the accuracy of the stored data could be compared to 

the oscilloscope traces. Many h\mdred.s oi punched cards were checked 

a.gainet the oec:Ulographie data. The results were not entirely consistent. but in all 

except a very few inatances. mistakes on the IBM c~ds could be attributed to 

incorrect setting of the sensitivity of the transistor discriminator circuits. This 

trouble would not arise if the coincidence circuits were perfect and if the transistor 

amplifiers did not integrate (stretch) the pulses. Unfortunately coincidence 

circuits do not give zero output for single input pulses. and feed-through pulses 

can "pile up" in amplifiers. A successful design requires that each amplifier 

and discriminator be able to reject the maximum rate of feed-through pulses 

that will be encountered in actual operation. Each channel o£ the prototype 

equipment was able to handle background pulses at a rate of at least 1 o6 per sec •• 

randomly spaced. 

DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 

The theme of this paper is mainly the coupling of eounters to storage 

devices. Later I will present some ideas on what can be expected of these 

systems in the near future. The problem of immediate concern is the design 

of apparatus that will punch holes in paper or magnetize a bit o! iron dust 

corresponding to a pulse from a. given counter in an experimental array. When 

we have devised electronic circuits to accept photomultiplier pulses and 

a.ctuate bistable (flip-flop) circuits. conventional computer techniques can 

finish the job. 
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Let us examine some of the feature• we would like in the circuits that 

couple the counters to a ~ufier storage device. We should stress reliability 

and simplicity. The circuits must be irr.a.mune to feed-through due to lal"ge in

put pulses and to high counting rates resulting from uneven accelerator beam 

currents. Let us define a photomultiplier pulse by saying it baa a rise time 

of 3 na.nosec. and a decay-time conetant of ZO nanoaec:. The following 

specifications although somewhat ideal were set up aa a goal for the electronic 

engineers and can be approached in practical circuitry: 

(a) Threshold of pulse height to count in coincidence with gate: 

0.25:1: O.OZS v, 125 ohms. 

(b) Gate cloeed: must not count on ZO-v pulses. 
6 (c) Gate dosed: must not count when 10 pulaoe, randomly spaced, are 

applied in an interval of 0.1 eec; average height, 5 v. 

(d) Gate input pulse: minimum width 10-8 sec; standardized. height. 

(e) Resolving time: Z x 10•8 sec. Requires clipping line. Time for pul•e 
.. a 

to go to shorted end and return, 10 sec. 

(£) Dead time: Must accept 0. 25-v pulse within 1 mic:rosec after a Z.O-v 

pulse has been rejected by coincidence circuit. Interval ~tween 

counts - 10 mic:rosec (no longer than the time required to switch 

magnetic cores). 

(g) Stability: Maintain threshold at O.Z5:1:: O.OZS v. ·rhreshold level fixed 

except for possible trimm.er adjustment. Channel• can be made 

less sensitive by external attenu.ators. 

(h) Output: 3 v minimun1 from emitter follower for time neceesary to switch 

cores. Provision to reset flip-flops by pulse from buffer atorage 

unit. 

(i) Test pulses: Provide means of applying test pulaes through high impedance 

permanently connected to input. 

THE DATA STORAGE SYSTEM. UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

We now have under conetruction at Berkeley a more versatile system. 

than the one described above. It will have 180 input channels &nd a storage 

capacity of 1800 bits wUh the proviaion that mQre storage can be added at a 

future date. The gc:n~eral scheme of the apparatus is illustrated by Fig. 4. 

Signals !rom an array o£ counter• will be fed to printed card transistor 

circuits. Each channel will con1prise a coinci1fr<:~hcirc~ dla.\<JfHr~*~'"~· 
univibrator, and a flip-flop. Signale .from the p- ops P ti'ufer 
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storage unit consisting of 1800 magnetic coree. Signals from the magnetic 

coree will actuate a paper-tape punch which operates at a rate of 360 bits 

per sec. The format of the paper tape will be such that it can be transferred 

temporarily to magnetic tape for acceptance by a tape-704 computer. We have 

chosen to uGe paper-tape storage because of its simplicity and economy and 

because we do not need. the high recording speed of tnagnetic tape for this system. 

We have designed the transistor circuitry to use type-2.Nl143 PNP 

transistors manufactured by the Texas Instrument Company in the United States. 

These transistors have a c\lrrent gain times frequency in megacycles equal to 

about 2.50 Me and a free-air collector dissipation of 150 mw. At this date 

they are the best that we have found that can be purchaaed a.t a price that ia 

not prohibitive. The circuit we are using to couple photomultiplier eignals 

to magnetic cores is shown in Fig. 5. 

I will not bore you by describing the circuit in detail. The coincidence 

circuit is of the Roasi-Ga.rwin variety with the clipping line in the collector 

lead. This arrangement makes a fair impedance m.atch to the clipping line 

which has a characteristic: impedance o£ 250 ohms. The coincidence circuit 

is followed by a biased-diode discriminator, an amplifier, a blocking-oscillator 

univibrator, and finally the flip-flop and emitter follower. The additional 

emitter follower connected to the output of the coincid~nce circuit can be used 

for monitoring purposes. 

Each channel is built on a printed circuit card measuring 11 by l inches. 

A photograph of a completed unit is shown in Fig. 6. 

The etched circuits are plugged into bi:rus which contain 10 units plus 

two auxiliary cards. Gate pulses are fed to the units through emitter followers 

mount~d on an auxiliary card. Gate and test pulses, as well as output and 

reset signals, are connected through the plug -in contacts of the printed cards. 

Each front panel of the printed circuits carries two 1 ZS-olun connectors for 

pulses in a.nd out {or a. terminator), and a type-BNC connector for monitoring. 

All the transistor circuitry incl~ng the magnetic coree will be 

contained in two standard-aize racks b ft high. 

We plan to have some flexibility in the way in which the 1800 magnetic 

cores can be loaded. For example. we could store the data from 10 interrogations 

of 180 counters. i.e. accept 10 events before transferring the data to the tape. 

Or, we can connect the core circuits in such a manner that 90 counters could 

be interrogated 20 tinws before punch out. Similarly 60 counters could accept 

30 evente, etc. 
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U, say, 60 counters were used to record 10 event& per accelerator pulse. 

it might be advantageous to send each counter signal into 3 channels with 

different amounts of attenuation in the three sets of channels. Such a connection 

corresponds to three steps of pulse-height analyais. Although this wowd be 

crude pulse-height information, it would make a very definite "yes" or "no" 

answer. 11 a counter were not "on plateau", there would be a difference in the 

response of ita three channels. 

Similarly if different lengths of delay line were inserted in a set of 

channels, we could obtain a temporal distribution with a resolving time of 

Z v 10·8 sec. 

A work is in order concerning the magnetic-core storage circuitry 

which was designed by Frank Evans and Jerome Russell at Lawrence Radiation 

Laboratory. The corea were purchased already wired and mounted on sheets. 

The sheets or core planes tan be obtained in varioua sizes. Those we are 

ueing are in the form of a matrix of 10 x 30 cores per plane. We use 6 planes 

to make up the total of 1800 coree. Each core on a plane is threaded by Z wires 

in the X direction and 2 wires in the Y direction plus a diagonal signal-output 

wire which threads all the cores. One set of X and Y wires is used to write 

into the matrix; the other set is used to read out. ThU&J the writing and reading 

circuits are independent. Tra.nsiator circuits supply rragnetizing currents to 
' sets oi cores in the proper sequence for writing and reading. 

The output from each plane is fed to transistor power amplifier& which 

drive 6 solenoids of the tape punch. Seven boles can be punched simultaneoW!Ily 

in a row acroso the tape. We use six holes for data storage and one for error 

checking. The tape is about 1 inch wide. and there are 10 rows per inch. A 

square inch of tape thus contains 60 bits of information plus an operational 

check. 

APPLICATION TO A SPECIFIC EXPERIMENT 

In order to visualize how the system will actually work. let us con~tider 

the experiment we are setting up at the B~vatron. We wish to study the production 
+ + + + of K me sons by the reaction n + p ... K + I: • 

If we had a suf.ficiently intense beam and plenty of accelerator time, 
+ we could set up a. relatively simple counter te.lescope to detect K mesons. 

However. a prohibitive amount of machine time would be consumed in order 

to obtain sufficient statistical accuracy with the angular resolution we desire. 

Therefore we are setting up the scheme illustrated in F'ig. 7. 
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There will be a mozaoener1etic: beam o£ poeitive ptona incident on a 
-t 

Uqui.d-hydrogen taraet. The K meaona produced in nearly forward direction• 

wlll traverse a row ·ol col.llltera tn..tbe form of a fence. The fence la avitably 

placed in the me<Uan plane of a vertical maan.etic field. The charaecl meson• 

will follow cnanatures ia the field J>egion appi'Oprlate to their momeata. Upon 

emergea.ee lrom the magnetic: field, the particles are expected to traverse 

two more rowa of counters. The Cheren.kov counter• in front of the last row 

have a velocity thre8hold adjueted to deted extraneoua pions. 

Each coUDter will have two outputs: one to data ato:rage, the other to 

lonn the trigger to open the gatea to the 8torage. The paralleled outputs of 

each row of couatere wW be fed with appropriate time delay& to a coinc:tdence 

circuit. The Cherenkov counter• wUl be in &Dttcoincidence to redu.c:e the 

number of extraneous interrogaliona due to ploAa paa•tng tbl'ough the array. 

ldentification of K+ mesons will be hued upon their havina a unique 

momentum, p, aaaociated with their anale of emiasion. 8. The 38 counters 

ahown bt1~he array will be capable of determining p to aa accuracy of • 6,., 

and e to. 1.5 dea. 
The CS.te:rmiDatlon ot 6 for each event permits the use ot a relatively 

thick target. There will be many bacql"oW'J.d eventa due to elastic and lnelaatic 
. .. + 

aeattering of the pion beam, and these must he sorted out from the real K 

meaon production. To do this, we will feed the taped data to a computer ~ch 

will be asked to determine the momentum and emiaaion angle of each particle. 

The computer mtdt verify and tabulate each •vent which corresponds to the 
+ pa.esaae of a K meson.. 

The arJ>ay of col.mtere can be thOught of aa repreaentf.ng aeveral thou.aand 

momentum-aaalyamg channels. 

TESTING 

A major proble~ uaoclated with •xtenelve electronic apparatue is its 

te8tlna. We have provided a means o! applying teet pulses to any number of 

input channels through impedances blgh CGmpared. with the tra.namtasion-cable 

characteriatic impe4ance. A circuit was designed by Fred Kirsten to etfic:iently 

connect 180 inputs to a single 1Z5-ohm. pW.ae senerato:r. Small-size 50-ohm 

coaxial cables are passed through ferrite coree to permit seriea-parallel 

connections. 

Pulse-generator circuitry can be ueed to routinely test the apparatus 

from the data-storage inputs to the punched tape, but thia obviously d.oea not 
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test the photomultipliers and associated components. It would be advantageous 

to have a pulsed light source mou.nted in each counter which could be controlled 

from a station near to the recording equipm~mt. The light eourcee should be 

about the size of a grain of wheat with light output characteristics comparable 

to that of scintillators. Some research bas been done on such devices by 

Quentin Kerns of our Laboratory and A. Whetstone of the University of 

Pennsylvania but they have not reached a state of development that would be 

practical in an extensive array of counters. Even if satisfactory light pulsere 

were mounted on each counter they would not entirely simulate the passage of 

particles through the detectors. They wowd. however, guarantee that the 

photomultipliers were in good operating condition. 

Comprehensive tests which include proper timing of the pulses must 

corne from ea.ch particular experimental arrangement, because the gate pulses 

and the cowlter pulses we wish to record must arrive at the coincidence 

circuits within a few nanoseconds of each other. (This is true whether or not 
+ we are storing data for coznputer analysis. ) For example. conaider the K -

meson-production experirrtental arrangement. In this experiment we will use 

protons scattered elastically to adjust the time delaytS and counter sensitivities. 

FUTURE DEVF.:LOPMEN'rS 

Obviously the system we have described can be e::~.,"tended to accomodate 

more counters a.nd record more information. Val Fitch of Princeton Un!verlity 

ie making an array o! 100 counters from which he will record pulse-height 

information. He has devised an ingenious circuit by which 8 level& of pulse 

height can be stored on 3 magnetic cores. For each event he needs only 300 cores 

to record the pulse height from 100 counters. 

The reliability of transistor electronics should enable us to successfully 

employ several hundred co.unters. Our group at Berkeley has considered 

e:A-periments that call !or &round 400 counters. Ultimately I suspect that the 

complication and cost of photomultipliers will set a practical upper limit on 

the number of acintillators that can be used. 

Rapid progress is being made in the development of semiconductor 

particle tietectors. There are now available sam.ples of a detector that work 

very well for alpha particles and fission fragments. The sensitive aurface has 

an a.rea of a few square millimeters and the depth of the sensitive volume is 

a few microns. The amount of charge collected when a particle passes into 

the sensitive region is roughly equal to one electronic charge for each 3 ev 

energy loss. The rise time of the pulse is about a nanosecond. Until now, 
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these counters work only on densely ionizing particlea. If they can. be designed 

to have a thicker sensitive region and thereby detect minimum-ionizing 

particles, they would be ideal for counter arrays. ·rhey are extremely simple 

and unaffected by magnetic fields. If such counters become available, we can 

talk in terms of matrices of thousands of elements. 

The idea of using thousands of counting channels should not appear fantastic 

in view of the progress being made in miniaturization of solid-state electronics. 

Consider, for example, a.n advertisement in a recent issue of the Scientific 

American magazine showing a single piece of silicon 1/4 by 1/8 by 1/32 inch 

in size. Various spots on this bit of silicon bad been alloyed to form Z transistors, 

4 capacitors, and 8 resi•tora-- a complete multivibrator circuit. 

Anoth~J;" a.)lplkaticn of com(luters to high energy i)hysics ex.pe:rimertta is 

being actively pursued by H. S. Bridge, D. 0. Caldwell, and K. A. Schluter at: 

the Massachuse-tts Institute of Technology. 'they are developing a chamber of 

plastic scintillation fibers 5 x 5 x 10 inches in size with a spatial re~olution of 

about 1 r:nm. Tho light {rom the fibers is amplified and coupled to an image 

c:.·Q:rthkon television camera tube. By the inherent scanning met:hanism of the 

teleddon system, the output of each fiber appears in the form of an electrical 

im;:mlse. The M. I. T. group has studied the feasibility of recording the infor

mation on rr.:agnetic ta;:.}e tor direct a.nalysie by a com::>uter. Ho·.vever. !or reasons 

of economy, the first version of the sylGtem will utilize photog:raphk filrYl as the 

storage medium. Selected tracks on the film will then be marked manually and 

the computer will read the film and n1ake calculations on the designated tracks . 
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:r·igure Legends 

Fig. 1. Photograph of counter appara.tu.a for studying the interactions 

of high-i!nergy antiprotons in hydrogen and deuteriwn. 

Fig. Z. Oscillogram of pulses from th~ counter apparatus. ~-ive antiprotons 

entered the target during one accelerator pulse. 

Fig. 3. Block diagram of tbe prototype data-recording system. 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the !SO-channel data-recording system under 

construction a.t Berkeley. 

Fig. 5. Circuit to couple photomultiplier signals to magnetic cores. 

Fig. 6. Photograph of one o! the etched cards containing the circuitry 

of Fig. 5. 

Fig. 7. Schematic plan of the tncperiment to study 1<-meson production. 
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Fig. 1 
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Fig . 2. 
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